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Introduction
Labelled transition systems (LTSs) together with a variety of widely accepted equivalence relations (e.g. bisimulation 47, 52] , trace or failure equivalence 13]) and preorders (e.g. simulation 48] or testing preorders 50]) have proved to be very useful for modelling and analyzing concurrent processes. Typically, the equivalences or preorders are de ned as relations on the state space of a LTS but they can be extended for the comparison of two processes P 1 and P 2 (by taking the disjoint union of the state spaces and comparing the initial states of P 1 and P 2 in the composed structure); thus, yielding a formalization of when a process correctly implements another one. Intuitively, the equivalences can be viewed as a notion process equality stating when two processes have the same \behaviours". (Hence, equivalent processes satisfy exactly the same properties of any formalism for which the satisfaction relation refers to a corresponding notion of \be-haviour".) The preorders are \uni-directed" and lead to a notion of \behave as good as".
Many preorders allow for an interpretation in the style P 1 P 2 i any possible behaviour of P 1 is also a possible behaviour of P 2 . Thus, any safety property (which states the absence of certain \bad" behaviours) that holds for P 2 also holds for P 1 . The kernel = \ ?1 of a preorder is then an equivalence that identi es only those processes which satisfy the same safety properties. Satisfying certain congruence properties, e.g. for a certain type of parallel composition operator k, the equivalences and preorders support the use of LTSs for the design by stepwise re nement. For instance, when dealing with an equivalence, one might replace a high-level speci cation Q of a certain module of a composed program P = : : : kQk : : : by an equivalent lower-level speci cation Q 0 ; thus obtaining a re ned program P 0 = : : : kQ 0 k : : : which is equivalent to the original (more abstract) program P and hence satis es the same properties as P. Proceeding in this way, a low-level formulation (which might be closed to a real implementation) of a complex program can be derived from a high-level description (the speci cation) by successively replacing module speci cations by re ned (equivalent) ones. Moreover, the equivalences play a crucial role for the system analysis by abstraction. This means the replacement of the original state space S by the (possibly much smaller) quotient space S= with respect to an appropriate equivalence . In particular, algorithmic methods for checking whether an equivalence or preorder can be established between two processes or for computing the quotient space with respect to an equivalence (see e.g. 43, 51, 12, 20, 31, 25, 38] ) are of great importance as they can serve as basis for an automatic veri cation tool. For practical applications, the time and space e ciency of such methods is a crucial aspect. As most interesting properties can be speci ed in the linear time framework, the linear time relations, such as trace equivalence or trace containment, are the most important ones as they yield the \best abstraction" under all relations that preserve linear time properties. However, the veri cation problem for them is quite expensive (PSPACE-complete 43]). A widespread technique to overcome the limitations of the linear time framework due to these complexity results is the switch to ner relations of the branching time spectrum (e.g. bisimulation equivalence which re nes trace equivalence or the simulation preorder which is ner than trace containment) for which e cient decision procedures exist. For instance, for a LTS with n states and m transitions, bisimilarity can be decided in time O(m log n) 51] , the simulation preorder can be computed in time O(mn) 38] .
In recent years, many researchers have focussed on reasoning about probabilistic phenomena that might occur e.g. in processes that are designed on the basis of a randomized algorithm or processes with uncertain components where probabilities can be used to specify failure rates. In the literature, a variety of probabilistic models has been proposed. Most of them are probabilistic variants of transition systems. These models can be classi ed with respect to their treatment of non-determinsm. Several authors deal with fully probabilistic models (e.g. the generative model in the classi cation of 30]) which arise from ordinary LTSs by augmenting the outgoing transitions of a state s with probabilities that sum up to (at most) one. These models are based on Markov chains and replace the concept of non-deterministism by probabilistic branching. They are suitable e.g. for modelling the behaviour of probabilistic processes of synchronous calculi 29, 30, 45, 60, 6] or processes of a calculus with a probabilistic shu e operator 2, 24] . For instance, the transition probabilities for the synchronous parallel composition P 1 P 2 of two sequential randomized processes P 1 and P 2 (each of them modelled by a fully probabilistic LTS) are obtained by multiplying the transition probabilities for the individual moves of P 1 and P 2 . This relies on the assumption that that each step of P 1 P 2 is composed by the simultanous execution of transitions of both components P 1 and P 2 where the probabilistic choices are resolved independently. (For further details see e.g. 30, 6] .) On the other hand, there are several models that are based on Markov decision processes where non-deterministism and probabilistic branching coexist. Various variants of transition systems with non-deterministic and probabilistic choice are proposed and used as operational models for probabilistic processes with asynchronous parallelism in which case the non-determinism is used to describe the interleaving of the subprocesses 32, 61, 54, 36, 35, 57, 56, 11, 23, 9] . Moreover, as observed by several authors, e.g. 56, 41] , the non-determinism can also be used to represent underspeci cation (which can be removed in further re nement steps) or incomplete information about the environment of the system (on which the resolution of the non-deterministic choices depends). In this paper, we follow the approach of Segala & Lynch 57, 56] and deal with an extension of ordinary LTSs where in any state s there is a non-deterministic choice that selects one of the outgoing transitions. Any transition is augmented by an action label and a probabilistic choice (formalized by a distribution that speci es the frequencies to reach the possible successor states). As a special case of this model (that we call probabilistic LTS, abbrev. PLTS) we obtain the reactive probabilistic model a la Larsen & Skou 44] (see also 30]) where for any state s and action , there is at most one outgoing transition labelled by (while in PLTSs any state s might have two or more outgoing transitions with the same action label). The reactive view assumes that a given system \reacts" (in a probabilistic way) on the stimuli of the environment. For the choice which action is executed no probabilistic assumptions are made (as its resolution depends on the unpredicatable o erings by the environment) while, for any action that is executable in a state s, probabilities are assigned to the possible successor states which might be reached when executing in state s. However, to model the interleaving behaviour of two processes e.g. of a CCS-like asynchronous parallel algebra (where the same action names might be used to specify the components P and Q of a parallel process PkQ) the reactive view is not adequate. For example, the asynchronous parallel composition :P 0 k :Q 0 of two processes P = :P 0 and Q = :Q 0 yield a probabilistic LTS with two -labelled outgoing transitions from the initial state representing the cases where P or Q performs the rst step. This choice cannot be viewed as a reaction on the environment. Without any additional information, e.g. the relative speed of P and Q or the knowledge of a concrete scheduler that decides which process performs the next step, probabilistic assumptions about the resolution of this choice make little sense. Most implementation relations on ordinary LTSs that have been proven to be very useful for the design and analysis of non-probabilistic parallel systems have been extended for the probabilistic setting. In the landmark 57, 58, 64] for various kinds of simulations and 58] for a trace preorder), research on algorithmic aspects of such relations is rare. To the best of our knowledge, the literature lacks for any complexity (or even decidability) result for trace-based relations on action-labelled probabilistic systems with non-determinism, e.g. trace equivalence de ned as the kernel of the trace distribution preorder 58]. However, for any probabilistic model that subsumes ordinary LTSs (like probabilistic LTSs in our sense), any conservative extension of an equivalence or preorder for LTSs meets the lower bound complexity for LTSs; thus, trace equivalence for such models is PSPACE hard. The contribution of this paper is the development of algorithms that compute the bisimulation equivalence classes and the simulation preorder (as introduced by 44, 57] ) in a probabilistic LTS. (Throughout the paper we only consider nite systems where the state space and the number of transitions are nite.) Our method for deciding bisimilarity is a variant of the prominent partitioning algorithm a la 43, 51]; i.e. it performs a sequence of re nement steps that replace a given partition by a ner one, eventually resulting in the set of bisimulation equivalence classes. The time complexity of our algorithm is O(mn(log m + log n)) where m is the number of transitions and n the number of states.
In various applications, e.g. when the system arises from the interleaving of l \sequential" probabilistic systems, we may suppose that for each state s there are at most l outgoing transitions. Hence, m l n. If l is treated as a constant then we obtain the time complexity O(n 2 log n) for deciding bisimilarity in probabilistic LTSs (which is closed to the best known time complexity O(m log n) 51] for bisimulation in ordinary LTSs as O(m) = O(n 2 ) in the worst case). The main idea for the computation of the simulation preorder is to reduce the question of whether a state \simulates" another one to a maximum ow problem in an appropriate network. Using the O(n 3 = log n) algorithm of 15] to determine the maximum ow, the algorithm runs in time O((mn 6 + m 2 n 3 )= log n)). The idea of using maximum ow problems is also applicable for the simulation-like relation a la Jonsson & Larsen 40] in fully probabilistic systems. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we brie y explain some notations that we use in the further sections. Section 3 introduces the notions of a probabilistic LTS and recalls the de nitions of bisimulations and simulations on them. Section 4 presents the algorithm for deciding bisimilarity, Section 5 the algorithm for computing the simulation preorder. In Section 6, we deal with fully probabilistic LTSs and brie y explain how the ideas of Section 5 can be used for computing the \satisfaction relation" a la 40]. Section 7 contains some concluding remarks. We illustrate the key ideas by simple abstract examples without any concrete meaning. We refer the reader to e.g. 56, 55, 59] where examples are given that demonstrate how PLTSs can be used in realistic applications. Examples that give insides in the use of the fully probabilistic model in realistic situations can be found e.g. in 45, 37, 33, 34] .
Preliminaries
We brie y explain some notations that are used throughout this paper. Further on, we recall some basic concepts concerning distributions, ordered balanced trees and networks.
Sets: For Z to be a set, 2 Z is the powerset of Z. If Z is nite then jZj denotes the number of elements of Z.
Equivalences and partitions: If R is an equivalence relation on a set Z then Z=R denotes the set of equivalence classes and, for z 2 Z, z] R the equivalence class of z w.r.t. R. A partition of a nonempty set Z is a set X consisting of pairwise disjoint nonempty subsets of Z such that S B2X B = Z. We often refer to the elements of a partition as blocks. If z 2 Z then z] X denotes the unique block B 2 X that contains x, R X the induced equivalence on Z that identi es exactly those elements z, z 0 2 Z where z] X = z 0 ] X . A partition X is called ner than a partition X 0 (and X 0 is called coarser than X) i each B 2 X is contained in some B 0 2 X 0 (i.e. i R X 0 R X ). Distributions: A distribution on a nite set S is a function : S ! 0; 1] such that X s2S (s) = 1:
Let Supp( ) = fs 2 S : (s) > 0g denote the support of . Distr(S) denotes the set of distributions on S. We extend a distribution to a function 2 S ! 0; 1] (also called ) which assigns to each subset U of S the probability for U, i.e. we de ne (U) = P s2U (s). If s 2 S then 1 s denotes the unique distribution on S with 1 s (s) = 1 (and 1 s (s 0 ) = 0 for all s 0 2 S n fsg). If R is an equivalence on S then the induced equivalence R on Distr(S) is given by R 0 i (B) = 0 (B) for any B 2 S=R. If X is a partition on S and R on equivalence on S then X = R X , i.e. X 0 i (B) = 0 (B) for all B 2 X. Let Ordered balanced trees: For the implementation of the algorithms for deciding bisimilarity and similiarity, we propose the use of ordered balanced trees for the computation of certain equivalence classes. We brie y explain our notations. Let I be a nonempty and nite set and p i , i 2 I, real numbers. By an ordered balanced tree for p i , i 2 I, we mean a binary balanced tree (e.g. an AVL-tree 1] or a BB ]-tree 49]) which arises by successively inserting the elements p i , i 2 I, (in any order) and performing the necessary rebalance steps. Each node v is labelled by a key-value v:key 2 fp i : i 2 Ig such that v l :key < v:key < v r :key for all nodes v l (v r ) in the left (right) subtree of v. The construction of an ordered balanced tree for p i , i 2 I, takes O(jIj log(r +1)) time and O(jIj) space where r is the cardinality of fp i : i 2 Ig. We also use additional labels for the nodes that can be derived from the set v:indices = fi 2 I : p i = v:keyg. We describe the additional labels by their nal value (i.e. the value in the nal tree). 
A weight function for ( ; 0 ) w.r. Remark 3.8 It is easy to see that the above notions of bisimulations and simulations applied to a non-probabilistic LTS agree with the standard notions of (bi-)simulations a la 47, 52, 48] . For this, we just have to use the simple fact that 1 t v R Remark 3.9 One might expect that the de nition of bisimulations on PLTSs (De nition 3.3) yields simpler possibilities to drop the symmetry; thus yielding alternative de nitions of a simulation preorder that do not use (the quite complex concept of) weight functions.
One possibility is to consider the downward closure t # R = fu 2 S : (u; t) 2 Rg of all elements t 2 S (rather than the equivalence classes t] R ) and to de ne v R 0 i (t # R ) 0 (t # R ) for all t 2 S. Another possibility is to deal with the upward closures t " R = fu 2 S : (u; t) 2 Rg. Both possibilities yield a preorder that is strict coarser than the simulation preorder a la 57]. We argue that none of these relations can be viewed as a probabilistic counterpart to Milner's simulation preorder.
We de ne a #-simulation on a PLTS (S; Act; !) to be a binary relation R on S such that for all (s; s 0 ) 2 R and s ! there exists s 0 ! 0 with (t # R ) 0 (t # R ) for all t 2 S. Similarly, a "-simulation is a binary relation R on S such that for all (s; s 0 ) 2 R and s ! there exists s 0 ! 0 with (t " R ) 0 (t " R ) for all t 2 S. We de ne s v # s 0 (s v " s 0 ) i (s; s 0 ) 2 R for some #-simulation ("-simulation). Using the results of 9], we obtain that the simulation preorder v is a #-simulation and a "-simulation. Thus 
Computing the bisimulation equivalence classes
In this section, we present a polynomial time algorithm for computing the quotient space of a PLTS w.r.t. bisimulation equivalence . Before we present our partitiong algorithm for PLTSs, we brie y sketch how the above mentioned splitter/partitioning technique can be modi ed for reactive PLTSs and explain why this method fails for general PLTSs.
The splitter/partitioning technique for reactive PLTSs: We brie y recall the method suggested by Huynh & Tian 39] which was originally formulated for fully probabilistic systems but { as observed in 39] { is also applicable for reactive PLTSs. Let (S; Act; !) be a reactive PLTS. If C S then we write P(s; ; C) to denote the probability to move from state s via the action to a state of C. (Formally, P(s; ; C) = (C) if s ! . For = 2 act(s) we put P(s; ; C) = 0.) Given an action/block pair h ; Ci and a partition X, the re nement operator Re ne(X; ; C) splits any block B 2 X into the equivalence classes w.r.t. the equivalence (a;C) where s (a;C) s 0 i P(s; ; C) = P(s 0 ; ; C), The basic idea of our algorithm (sketched in Figure 8 ) is that the step partition M yields an \overapproximation" for M X (that is, M is coarser than M X ); thus, it contains the information for which distributions , 0 Lemma 4.4 Let X be a partition of S which is coarser than S= and M a step partition where M is coarser than M X . Then, we have: (a) X init is coarser than S= and M init coarser than M X init . (b) For any C 2 X, the step partition Split(M; C) is ner than M and coarser than M X . If M 6 = M X then there is some block C 2 X where Split(M; C) 6 = M. The two-phased partitioning technique: We now describe some details that yield the desired complexity and remove the non-determinism (the choice whether M or X will be re ned). First, we make some simple observations that we use to avoid irrelevant re nement attempts. Clearly, it su ces to use any block C at most once for the operation Split(M; C). Moreover as arguments for the operator Split(M; ). This motivates the use of a set NewBlocks that keeps book about the blocks C for which the operation Split(M; C) still has to be performed.
Initially, NewBlocks contains all blocks of X init but one of the largest. A block C is removed from NewBlocks just when Split(M; C) is executed. Figure 9 . In each iteration step, we work with a twophased partitioning technique. In the rst phase, we re ne the step partition M according to some C 2 NewBlocks (via the operator Split(M; C)). This means the splitting of any step class h ; Mi 2 M into the step classes h ; M 1 i; : : : ; h ; M r i that we obtain when we apply the operator Split(h ; Mi; C). In the second phase, we re ne the current state partition X according to some h ; Mi 2 NewStepClasses (i.e. we replace X by the state partition obtained by the operation Re ne(X; ; M)). With the use of the auxiliary sets of blocks and step classes (the sets NewBlocks and NewStepClasses) we get the following bounds on the total number of re nement operations Re ne(X; ; M) and splitting operations Split(M; C).
Lemma 4.5 The total number of re nement operations Re ne(X; ; M) that are executed in phase 2 of the two-phased partitioning algorithm in Figure 9 is bounded by 2(m ? 1).
Proof: First we observe that for any nite set Z with jZj = k and any sequence P 0 ; P 1 ; : : : of partitions of Z such that P j is ner than P j?1 we have jP 0 P 1 : : : j 2(jZj ? 1). (We omit the proof of this simple fact which follows by induction on jZj.) Let M respectively (possibly organized as FIFO-queues rather than lists). The auxiliary sets X old and M old that we used in the rough formulation of our algorithm in Figure 9 are not needed when we organize X and M by lists. For instance, for the operation Split(M; C), we run through the list for M and replace any step class h ; Mi in M by the step classes h ; M 0 i 2 Split(h ; Mi; C).
We now explain some more details of a possible implementation and show how the use of these data structures leads to the desired (worst case) time complexity for the initialization step and the two phases in the algorithm of Figure 9 . Initialization: In Figure 10 , an algorithm to compute the initial state partition X init = S= Act (where s Act s 0 i act(s) = act(s 0 )) is sketched. (Moreover, the algorithm returns the initial step partition M init and the set NewBlocks init which consists of all elements C 2 X init but one the largest. We now consider the time complexity caused by the construction of the trees T (C; ;M) where we assume that the values (C) are already computed. Recall that AllNewBlocks denotes the set of all blocks that are once inserted into NewBlocks, i.e. the blocks for which we call the procedure Split(M; C). Lemma 4.9 Ranging over all iterations (i.e. over all C 2 AllNewBlocks), the construction of the trees T (C; ;M) , h ; Mi 2 M, in the splitting operation Split(M; C) in phase 1 of the two-phased partitioning algorithm in Figure 9 causes the total cost O(mn log m). Lemma 4.10 Ranging over all iterations, the operations Split(M; C) in phase 1 of the two-phased partitioning algorithm (Figure 9 ) can be implemented in time O(mn(log m + log n)). Lemma 4.12 Ranging over all iterations, the total time complexity for phase 2 of the two-phased partitioning algorithm in Figure 9 is O(mn). Proof: The total number of step classes h ; Mi that will be once in NewStepClasses is bounded by the number jM 0 M 1 : : : j 2(m ?1); see Lemma 4.5. Lemma 4.11 yields the time complexity O(mn) for all re nement operations in phase 2 together. Proof of Theorem 3: In summary, the time complexity of the two-phased partitioning algorithm in Figure 9 is O(mn(log m + log n)) (Lemma 4.7, 4.10 and 4.12). Clearly, with the suggested data structures we need O(mn) space for the representation of the given PLTS and the partitions X, M (and the subsets NewBlocks and NewStepClasses). The number of nodes of the trees T (C; ;M) is bounded by jMj; and hence at most m. As we need the trees T (C; ;M) only temporary and as each node requires O(n) space, our treebased implementation of phase 1 does not exceed the space complexity O(mn). For the re nement operation Re ne(X; ; M) in phase 2, we do not need additional space. This yields the space complexity stated in Theorem 3. Example 4.13 We consider the PLTS of Figure 11 and compute the bisimulation equivalence classes with the two-phased partitioning algorithm. In the initialization (the algorithm in Figure 10) , we use the ordering 1 = , 2 = , 3 = of Act and construct a tree as shown in Figure 12 . We obtain X init = fC 1 ; C 2 ; C 3 ; C 4 g, NewBlocks init = fC 1 The algorithm terminates and returns the state partition X = ffs 1 ; s 2 g; fs 3 g; fs 4 g; ft 1 ; t 2 ; t 3 ; t 4 g; C 4 g (where, as before, C 4 collects the terminal states).
Computing the simulation preorder
In this section, we present an algorithm that computes the simulation preorder of a given PLTS. As before, we x a PLTS (S; Act; !) and use the notations as explained in Notation 4.1.
The general schema: The key idea of our algorithm is as in the non-probabilistic case 38] (see Figure 14 ): we start with the trivial preorder R = S S and then successively remove those pairs (s; s 0 ) from R where s 6 v R s 0 . Intuitively, the condition s 6 v R s 0 asserts that s has a transition that cannot be \simulated" by a transition of s 0 where \simulation" is understood with respect to the current relation R. we get f(?; s) = (s) for all s 2 S. Similarly, we get f(t; >) = 0 (t) for all t 2 S. Let (s; t) = f(s; t) for all (s; t) 2 R and (s; t) = 0 if (s; t) = 2 R. Then, x s;t = 0 (s); for all s 2 S Then, v R 0 i the system above has a solution. In that case, the solution (x s;t ) (s;t)2R yields a weight function for ( ; 0 ) w.r.t. R. The above system has jRj = O(n 2 ) variables and jRj + 2jSj = O(n 2 ) equations. To our knowledge, there is no method for solving inequality systems of this type that beat the time complexity O(n 3 = log n). Basic algorithm for computing the simulation preorder: In Figure 18 , we formulate the basic schema of our algorithm for computing the simulation preorder in a given PLTS. The key idea is the schema of Figure 14 except that we start with the relation R init = f(s; s 0 ) 2 S S : act(s) act(s 0 ); s 6 = s 0 g and keep book about the distributions , 0 where 6 v R 0 is already detected. The fact that we start with R init de ned as above (rather than R init = S S) is motivated by the observation that for the \trivial" pairs (s; s) we always have s v s. 6 v R 0 in all further iterations.) To check whether s v R s 0 for the current relation R, we consider all transitions s ! and search in Sim (s; ; ) (s 0 ) for a distribution 0 with v R 0 (which we test by computing the maximum ow in N( ; 0 ; R) as described before). We use the boolean variable sim which is set to false as soon as we have found a transition s ! where there is no corresponding transition from s 0 (i.e. sim stands for the truth value of the condition s 6 v R s 0 ).
The following lemma yields the total correctness of our algorithm. Moreover, it states an upper bound for total the number of procedure calls to check whether v R 0 . (Here, we range over all iterations. By a successful test, we mean a procedure call to check whether v R 0 which yields the answer \Yes". Similarly, we speak about an unsuccessful test for v R 0 if the algorithm that checks whether v R 0 gives the answer \No".) Lemma 5.5 The algorithm in Figure 18 halts after at most n 2 iterations and returns the simulation preorder. Moreover: (a) There are at most P 2Act m 2 unsuccessful tests whether v R 0 . (b) There are at most mn 3 successful tests whether v R 0 . Proof: Let R 0 = R init and R j the relation R after the j-th iteration. Then, R 0 ; R 1 ; R 2 ; : : : is a decreasing sequence of subsets of S S. Thus, there is some J jS Sj = n 2 with R 0 R 1 : : : R J?1 = R J . After the J-th iteration, the algorithm returns R J and terminates. We now show that R = R J is the simulation preorder. The fact that R J?1 = R J (= R) yields that in the last iteration:
If (s; s 0 ) 2 R and s ! then there is some 0 2 Sim (s; ; ) (s 0 ) Steps (s 0 ) with v R 0 . Thus, R is a simulation which yields R v. Vice versa, it easy to see by induction on j that R j is coarser than v. For The complexity result stated in Theorem 4 can be obtained by a suitable implementation of our basic algorithm ( Figure 18 ). Here, we assume appropriate data structures (that we Theorem 5 The simulation preorder of a reactive PLTS (with n states and the action set Act) can be computed in time O(jActjn 7 = log n) and space O(jActjn 2 ). Some implementation details: We now describe some more details of an implementation that yields the complexity stated in Theorem 4. For the given PLTS, we use a representation as suggested for the bisimulation algorithm. That is, we x an orderings s 1 ; : : : ; s n for the states and 1 ; : : : ; k for the actions and deal with a twodimensional array Steps i; j] whose elements are pointers to lists that connect (pointers to) the distributions 2 Steps i (s j ). For the distributions, a representation by a real array h (s 1 ); : : : ; (s n )i is su cient.
We represent the set Sim (s; ; ) (s 0 ) as a list consisting of pointers to the distributions 2 Steps (s 0 ). For these lists Sim (s; ; ) (s 0 ), we use the operations First( ) which yields the rst element of ( ) and Next( ) which removes the rst element of ( ), i.e. the list pointer is shifted to the second element. (The operation Next( ) is only de ned for nonempty lists. For a list L consisting of a single element, Next(L) yields the empty list.) The initial ordering of the distributions in Sim (s; ; ) (s 0 ) is arbitrary. As soon as 6 v R 0 is detected for 0 = First(Sim (s; ; ) (s 0 )) we apply the operator Next(Sim (s; ; ) (s 0 )) (which corresponds to the removement of 0 from Sim (s; ; ) (s 0 )).
We organize the current relation R as a queue where the ordering in the initial queue is arbitrary. To avoid the use of the excplicit use of the second relation R old (as it is indicated in the basic algorithm), we use a special variable last which is either unde ned (i.e. last = ?) or an element (t 0 ; t 0 0 ) of R. Initially, last is the last element of R. In the case where last = (t 0 ; t 0 0 ) then none pair (t; t 0 ) in R that has been investigated after the last investigation of (t 0 ; t 0 0 ) was removed from R. (Here, by an investigation of an element (s; s 0 ) of R, we mean the test whether s v R s 0 .) I.e. we have t v R t 0 for all pairs (t; t 0 ) that are behind (on the right of) of (t 0 ; t 0 0 ) in R (see Figure 19) . We use the usual operators after the initialization step). Then, the rst investigation of (t 2 ; t 1 ) yields t 2 6 v R t 1 (as (w; v 1 ) is already removed from R). After the removement of (t 2 ; t 1 ) we have x v R y for all (x; y) 2 R. Hence, if (x; y) is the element of R which is investigated immediately after the removement of (t 2 ; t 1 ) then the algorithm sets last = (x; y) after the (second) investigation of (x; y). After investigating all remaining elements of R once more, we the pair (x; y) = last is again at the front of R. Thus, when investigating (x; y) for the third time we put done = true and leave the while-loop. The algorithm returns the simulation preorder which consists of the following pairs.
- for all s 2 S. For C S, we put P(s; ; C) = P t2C P(s; ; t). A state s 2 S is said to be terminal i P ;t P(s; ; t) = 0. Bisimulation equivalence reformulated for a FPLTS (S; Act; P) 42, 30] is the coarsest equivalence R on the state space S such that P(s; ; C) = P(s 0 ; ; C) for all (s; s 0 ) 2 R, 2 Act and C 2 S=R. The bisimulation equivalence classes of a FPLTS can be computed with the splitter/partitioning technique that we sketched in Section 4 for reactive PLTSs (see Figure 6 ). We recall the complexity result stated by Huynh As in the case of reactive PLTSs, in FPLTSs bisimulation equivalence coincides with simulation equivalence (which is de ned as the kernel of the simulation preorder) 5]. Thus, the complexity result stated by 39] (Theorem 6) also holds for simulation equivalence. Figure 20) . The time complexity is as in the reactive case. We obtain: Theorem 8 The simulation preorder of a FPLTS (with n states and the action set Act) can be computed in time O(jActjn 7 = log n) and space O(jActjn 2 ).
In many applications, one wants only to give lower and upper bounds for the probabilities of an acceptable system behaviour rather than the exact probabilities. Jonsson & Larsen 40] deal with fully probabilistic systems where the states are labelled by atomic propositions and de ne a notion of \satisfaction relation" that relates the states of a given fully probabilistic system and the states of a fully probabilistic speci cation system which prescribes intervals of allowed probabilities. We now adapt the de nitions given in 40] for our setting (i.e. for systems with action labels for the transitions).
De nition 6.3 (cf. 40]) A fully probabilistic speci cation system (FPSS) is a tuple (S; Act; P) where S is a nite set of states and P : S Act S ! 2 0;1] is a function such that, for all s, t 2 S and 2 Act, P(s; ; t) is a closed interval contained in 0; 1]. Let (S; Act; P) be a FPLTS. If R S S and s 2 S, s 2 S then s sat R s i either s is terminal or there exsits a weight function for (s; s) w.r.t. R, i.e. a function : S Act S ! 0; 1] such that for all 2 Act and t 2 S, t 2 S: 1. If (t; ; t) > 0 then (t; t) 2 R. A satisfaction relation for a FPLTS (S; Act; P) and a FPSS (S; Act; P) is a binary relation R S S such that s sat R s for all (s; s) 2 R. We write s sat s 0 i (s; s) is contained in some satisfaction relation for (S; Act; P) and (S; Act; P).
The relation sat S S can be computed similar to the way in which we compute the simulation preorder of a FPLTS; the only di erence being the use of networks with lower and upper bounds, see e.g. 26]. We start with the relation R = S S and successively remove those pairs (s; s) from R where :(s sat R s). For the test whether s sat R s we compute the maximum ow in the network N(s; s; R) = (N; E; c l ; c u ) where N = f?; >g Act (S S) E = f(?; h ; ti); (h ; ui; >) : t 2 S; 2 Act; u 2 Sg f(h ; ti; h ; ui) : (t; u) 2 Rg c l (?; < ; t >) = c l (h ; ti; h ; ui) = 0; c l (h ; ti; >) = min P(s; ; t) c u (?; h ; ti) = P(s; ; t); c u (h ; ti; >) = max P(s; ; t); c u (h ; ti; h ; ui) = 1: Here, c l , c u are functions that assign to each edge e 2 E the lower bound c l (e) and upper bound c u (e) of the possible ow through e. Similarly to Lemma 5.1, s sat R s i either s is terminal or the maximum ow in N(s; s; R) is 1. The problem of nding the maximum ow in a network with lower and upper bounds can be reduced to the computation of the maximum ow in a \usual" network of the same asymptotic size (see e.g. 26]). Hence: Theorem 9 The satisfaction relation sat S S for a FPLTS (S; Act; P) and a FPSS (S; Act; P) can be computed in time O(jActj(n+n) 7 = log(n+n)) and space O(jActj(n+n) 2 ) where n = jSj and n = jSj.
Concluding remarks
We presented algorithms for computing the bisimulation equivalence classes and the simulation preorder of probabilistic systems modelled by probabilistic extensions of ordinary nite LTSs: PLTSs where probabilistic and non-deterministic choice coexist and FPLTSs where all choices are probabilistic. In either case, the worst case time complexity is polynomial in the size of state space and number of transitions. To the best of our knowledge, no lower bounds for the complexity of bisimulation or simulation in PLTSs or FPLTSs are known. However, we argue that at least our algorithm for bisimulation equivalence in PLTSs (which runs in time O(mn(log m + log n)) where n is the number of states and m the number of transitions) is quite e cient and seems to be an adequate basis for a veri cation tool that generates and analyses the quotient space S= rather than the (possibly much bigger) original system. As mn is an upper bound for the number of edges in the underlying directed graph G of the given PLTS (obtained by ignoring the probabilities), the worst case time bound O(mn(log m+log n)) for bisimulation equivalence in PLTSs can be rewritten as O(jGj log jGj) where jGj denotes the \size" of the graph G (i.e. the number of nodes and edges in G which is bounded by n+mn). Compared with the non-probabilistic case, where the time complexity O(m log n) a la Paige & Tarjan 51] reformulated in the size of the underlying directed graph G yields the same upper bound O(jGj log jGj), our worst case time complexity seems to be reasonable. In those cases where O(log m) = O(log n), e.g. if the system arises through the parallel execution of l sequential probabilistic processes for some xed l, the time complexity for computing the bisimulation equivalence classes is O(n 2 log n) which is roughly the same as in FPLTSs or reactive PLTSs 39] .
Our algorithm for the simulation preorder has the time complexity O((mn 6 +m 2 n 3 )= log n) in PLTSs and O(jActjn 7 = log n) in FPLTSs while the simulation preorder in LTSs can be computed in time O(mn) 38] . Although our informal arguments (given at the beginning of Section 5) demonstrate that a straightforward reformulation of the technique proposed in 38] does not work for the probabilistic setting, several improvements of our methods might be possible to get an algorithm whose worst case time complexity is closer to the O(mn) time bound a la 38]. In particular, we expect that it should be possible to develop special (more e cient) algorithms for computing the quotient space S= sim of a PLTSs. For an implementation, we suggested the use of \conventional" data structures (connected lists, queues, arrays, etc.). In particular, one might wonder why we propose to represent the distributions by real arrays which leads to the asymptotic size (n) for the representation of any distribution. This was important for the analysis of the time complexity as the use of real arrays makes it possible to calculate the values (C) = P t2C (t) in time O(jCj). ( We used the latter observation to establish the O(mn log n) time bound for the splitting operations Split(M; C) in the bisimulation algorithm. See Lemma 4.8.) On the other hand, when one focusses on a higher priority for space-e ciency than time-e ciency then other data structures for the representation of the distributions might be preferable; in particular, in those cases where jSupp( )j = jfs 2 S : (s) > 0gj is much smaller than n = jSj. For instance, the use of multi-terminal (or algebraic) binary decision diagrams 19, 3] , brie y MTBDDs, seems to be very promising as MTBDDs are known to be a space-e cient data structure for verifying probabilistic systems against temporal logical speci cations 7, 33, 34] . The use of MTBDDs relies on a symbolic representation of the state space (where sets of states are represented rather than the states themselves). In 5], the theoretical foundations for a MTBDD-based algorithm that computes the bisimulation equivalence classes of a FPLTS or reactive PLTS are given. The proposed technique uses a greatest xed point characterization of bisimulation equivalence and is in the spirit of 14, 25] where a BDD-based model checker for the relational mu-calculus serves as basis for a symbolic method that computes the bisimulation equivalence classes in ordinary LTSs. However, it is not yet clear how an e cient MTBDD-based representation of general PLTSs can be obtained; let alone how to treat bisimulation or simulation for general PLTSs with MTBDDs. Unfortunately, we cannot report on experimental results, neither for the MTBDD-based approach for FPLTSs or reactive PLTSs nor for the algorithms presented in this paper. An implementation and case studies will be topics of future work. In this paper, we only considered strong (bi-)simulation which does not abstract from internal actions. Notions of weak bisimulations on probabilistic variants of LTSs (i.e. branching time equivalences that are insensitive with respect to certain internal transitions) have been de ned in 57, 8, 53] . In 8], an O(n 3 ) algorithm for deciding weak bisimilarity in FPLTSs is proposed. In the forthcoming papers 53, 10], weak equivalences on (variants of) PLTSs are proposed and shown to be decidable in polynomial time. However, as far as the authors know, the complexity (or even decidability) of weak (bi-)simulation for PLTS a la Segala & Lynch 57] is still an open problem.
